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1. Description
IBM Security SOAR Clearing System is an extension for a secure interconnection of multi
server and multi brand Resilient/SOAR platform in international corporate environments. It
is designed to help the various security teams of a company to collaborate with consistency
across borders, no matter if these borders are regional or systemic.
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2. Introduction

2.1. Purpose of this document

This document describes the necessary infrastructure for secure data transmission between
different IBM Security SOAR Systems in international customer environments and shows
their intention on selected use cases.

2.2. Target audience of this document

This document serves as a reference work for the employees responsible for the system
and enables external IT specialists to understand the essential functions of the system
described in the event that no qualified employees are available.
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3. Architectures

3.1. Clearing-Application-Architecture

Figure 1. Overview of Clearing internal application architecture

The clearing server has been developed in Python3.

The Flask framework with the Jinja2 rendering engine has been used as the technology for
answering web queries.

An MySQL database has been used as the database for the configurations.

SOAR provides the required information via the REST API, i.e. HTTPS traffic on port 443 and
the resilient circuits, i.e. the STOMP protocol.

No data is stored on the clearing server.

The only information that is saved is the clearing program log.

3.2. Clearing-Server-Architecture
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Figure 2. Overview of Clearing server architecture between Regions

SOAR is built up in a distributed, independent environment. Each region and each subsidiary
has its own SOAR instance. There is no direct connection between different SOAR servers.
Likewise, there is no direct connection between the clearing servers in one region and SOAR
servers in another region. Any communication between the regions takes place exclusively
via the respective clearing servers of the regions concerned.

The clearing servers communicate with each other via REST-API over HTTPS and port 443.
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4. Use-Cases
This section describes the different use-cases which can be achieved with the documented
clearing system.

With the Clearing system, newly created incidents will get a new task "Involve Group
Coordination" added. This task can be used for two use-cases. Firstly, the task controls with
a distribution table whether other brands get access to read an incident through their
clearing system WebUI. Secondly, a brand can decide to distribute this incident to another
brand, which means to create a copy of this incident on the other SOAR system.

4.1. View shared incidents

The sharing of incidents through the clearing system is controlled with a READ-Only flag
within a distribution table for each SOAR system (named brand).

Figure 3. Clearing view shared incident from Europe on clearing USA

As shown in the example above SOAR 2 allows SOAR 3 to view the shared incident
incident-465, which gets filtered according to a whitelist before a user from SOAR 3 can
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view that incident on their clearing system US WebUI.

4.2. Distribute incident to other brands

During the evaluation of an incident incident-465 it’s concluded that another SOAR
system needs a copy of this incident for their own incident response. The Distribute flag
within the distribution table can be leveraged to create a new copy incident incident-123
from the originating incident incident-465. This copied incident gets filtered according to
the same whitelist used for viewing shared incidents.

Figure 4. Distribute incident from Europe to USA

As shown in the example above, SOAR 2 enabled the distribution of incident incident-
123. This triggered the clearing system EU to send a pre-filtered copy of this incident
through clearing system US to SOAR 3.

4.3. Distribute SOAR configuration across clearing network

The clearing system can distribute the SOAR configuration from a primary node across the
same clearing network to all non-primary nodes.
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Figure 5. Clearing Configuration distrubtion among clearing network
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5. Clearing Release & Development Cycle
The current release and development cycle of the clearing system is as follows:

Figure 6. Clearing Release and Development Cycle

A more detailed representation of the release and development cycles are as follows:
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Figure 7. Clearing Release and Development Cycle Steps
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6. Resources
No resources provided

Change Log
Revision Date Responsible Description

Initial 01-06-
2020

IBM Security Knowledge Exchange Initial package template

Theming &
Split

01-21-
2020

IBM SECURITY RESILIENT
CLEARING SYSTEM [RCS]

Initial System Guide Content
v0.1.0

Release 01-04-
2021

IBM SECURITY RESILIENT
CLEARING SYSTEM [RCS]

Updated System Guide
Content for v1.3.3

Release 01-12-
2021

IBM SECURITY SOAR CLEARING
SYSTEM

Updated System Guide
Content for v1.5.0
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Document Source
Package Author: Sebastian Vetter sebastian.vetter@de.ibm.com
Package Owner: Technical View and Use-Cases skesel@be.ibm.com

If you wish to suggest a change to this document, please do so. You have the following
options:

• Email the owning author above or reach out on Slack at IBM Security #ske, or
https://ibm.biz/ske-slack

• Raise an issue on the package’s github repository at: https://github.ibm.com/skelib/
1685-resilient-clearing-system/issues

• Leave feedback comments where you have obtained access to this material. For
example, SLA course feedback.
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